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Part I. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 단어를 고르

시오. [1-18]

1. We need to protect tigers in order to protect ourselves.

This is because all of Earth's species are ____________.

① interconnected ② separate

③ independent ④ solitary

2. The majority of bird strikes do little damage to the

aircraft, although these ____________ are almost always fatal

to the birds involved.

① mashes ② slashes

③ clashes ④ ashes

3. By rubbing the ice with the broom, the sweepers are

generating heat to reduce ____________ between the curling

stone and the ice. This results in the stone going straighter

and farther.

① shrinkage ② friction

③ constraint ④ detachment

4. Solar power and wind power are reliable energy sources so

long as the sun is shining and the wind is blowing, but

people still need more dependable energy on cloudy days, at

night, and when the air is ____________.

① polluted ② furious

③ intense ④ still

5. Mudflats are coastal wetlands. They are ____________ only

during low tide; they go out of sight when the tide is high.

① visible ② untouchable

③ intangible ④ retractable

6. Throughout human history, continuous development and

progress have come from new ideas and novel interpretations.

It is necessary to ____________ ordinary thoughts and try to

see the world differently.

① reject ② accept

③ contact ④ support

7. Demand grew so rapidly that the supply of bulbs could not

keep pace with the demand, and the prices rose and rose. But

no market can ____________ that kind of rapid growth rate

forever.

① contain ② sustain

③ pertain ④ restrain

8. Space junk is harmless unless it collides with something

else such as a satellite or space station. But even small

objects have the potential to be ____________.

① friendly ② cowardly

③ deadly ④ orderly

9. The most important characteristic of new media is

____________. In other words, it communicates with

consumers using various technologies simultaneously

including so-called big data analysis for personalized

advertisement.

① productivity ② interactivity

③ possibility ④ locality

10. I began by cutting out some landmarks from the paper

map that showed the best parts of our trip. Then, I got an

ordinary plate and ____________ the map pieces onto it using

special glue.

① penetrated ② punched

③ polished ④ pasted

11. The slow technology movement is a movement intended

to ____________ some of the damaging effects of excessive

technology on human life, primarily through promoting slower

or less extreme interactions.

① halt ② appreciate

③ accumulate ④ speculate

12. About half of all people actually yawn after they see

someone else yawn. The reason for this universal

phenomenon of ____________ yawning has long been

investigated by many scientists.

① contagious ② resistible

③ outrageous ④ remarkable

13. Culture reflects our lives. As a part of culture, cultural

heritage gives us knowledge of our history and a sense of

belonging to it. That is why we try to ____________ cultural

heritage when it is damaged.
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① return ② repay

③ remind ④ restore

14. The smart refrigerator will remember the expiration dates

of all the items inside it, so you won't have to worry about

having ____________ food.

① pickled ② spiced

③ spoiled ④ fatted

15. The bandwagon effect refers to a phenomenon in which

people do something primarily because other people are doing

it, regardless of their own ____________.

① vehicles ② beliefs

③ instruments ④ misconceptions

16. Product placement is advertising "embedded" in the

program. It is ____________ in the show, meaning that it is

not possible to turn off the TV or switch the channel to

avoid it.

① integrated ② compensated

③ accomplished ④ approached

17. The elephant is an important species in _____________.

However, there is a crisis in the national elephant population

brought about by illegal hunting.

① attitude ② controversy

③ conservation ④ irritation

18. Because of the rich environmental conditions, both marine

and land creatures frequent mudflats to lay their eggs. When

they hatch, the young animals are provided with a/an

____________ supply of food.

① irrelevant ② abundant

③ consecutive ④ beneficial

Part II. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 표현을 고

르시오. [19-34]

19. _____________________ to sequence a person's genome,

demonstrating the massive impact data analysis technology

has had on the field.

① It only takes about 24 hours

② It is taken about 24 hours only

③ About 24 hours only take

④ Only about 24 hours are taken

20. Ooho is a _____________________ seaweed.

① thin gel bag which is made of

② gel bag thin which makes with

③ bag of thin gel which is made

④ thin bag of gel which make

21. Some brave souls have taken the step from painting

pictures of fruit _____________________ the fruit itself.

① to making art out of ② to make art out

③ to making an art ④ to make an art of

22. _____________________, “Know your enemy, and you will

fight better.”

① Alike the saying shows ② As the saying goes

③ When the saying gives ④ For the saying present

23. We took care of the boy _____________________ his

parents.

① because of we are always

② because of we had been always

③ as if we had always been

④ as if we are always

24. She _____________________ from this setback to continue

healing, feeding, educating, and caring for her people.

① were picked up ② picked up

③ picked herself up ④ picked up them

25. _____________________ divides people into two types,

introverts and extroverts.

① One most common methods

② One of the most common methods

③ Almost of one common method

④ The almost common methods

26. European nations became _____________________ into

other parts of the world and colonize them.

① such powerful for venturing

② as powerful to venture

③ so powerful venturing

④ powerful enough to venture

27. You won't be able to get inside your house because your

smart lock _____________________.

① no longer works ② works any longer

③ doesn't work no longer ④ will work any longer

28. _____________________ why wars occur, how did 3

different groups of students answer?

① They are asked and ② They asked

③ When asked ④ Asking
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29. Deep below the ocean's surface _____________________

taking up 95% of the earth's living space.

① there is mysterious world ② is a mysterious world

③ it is mysteriously a world ④ mysterious world is

30. After years of wandering, talking to people, and

formulating his own ideas, he created a system of ethics

_____________________ "Confucianism."

① known as that would come to be

② knew what it would be

③ what would come to know

④ that would come to be known as

31. _____________________, how you interpret it, and what

purpose you have, the end result may tell different stories.

① Depending on what data you examine

② To depend on which you examine data

③ Depending from what you examine data

④ To depend from which data you examine

32. Even though naive artists didn't receive formal education,

they created their works with the same passion

_____________________.

① as trained artists ② that trained artists as

③ as that of trained artists ④ of trained artists as

33. He preferred the curves found in natural objects

_____________________.

① with artificial ones to the straight lines found

② to the straight lines found in artificial ones

③ found in artificial ones of the straight lines

④ the straight lines that were found in artificial ones

34. In June 1699, Merian and her youngest daughter got on

a ship headed for Surinam, _____________________ in South

America.

① a territory belonged the Netherlands

② the Netherlands which a territory belonged

③ a territory belonging to the Netherlands

④ the Netherlands belonging to a territory

Part III. 다음의 밑줄 친 부분 중 틀린 것을 고르시오. [35-50]

35. I strongly believe that social media is more harmful than

①

help and that we should reduce the use of it.

② ③ ④

36. Even though I did not win at the election, I learned many

①

things about preparing for and delivering an election speech.

② ③ ④

37. Fleas can leap more than 100 times of their height,

① ②

thanks to the elastic material in their legs.

③ ④

38. It was hard work, but I kept to believe that I would reach

① ② ③

my goal. As a result, I got better and better.

④

39. I am doing this not because people insist that I should

①

do it, rather because I just feel happy when sharing what I

② ③ ④

have with others.

40. Continued experiments in space gardening will give more

① ②

insight onto how plants can be grown successfully in

③

challenging environments.

④

41. The fear that human beings might create an alive thing

① ② ③

that cannot be controlled is not new.

④

42. Not only did potatoes grow well in much of Europe, and

① ② ③ ④

they were also very nutritious.

43. Today my friend came to school with a beautiful bracelet.

①

I was surprised to hear that she has bought it at a charity

② ③

event as a donation.

④

44. People might feel that appreciating art is too far beyond

① ② ③

them, but I don't think they are.

④
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45. There is a lot of technology I am unlikely to see in my

①

life―time travel, flying cars, and human colonies on other

②

planets, just to name few.

③ ④

46. Data analysts have scanned through hundreds of thousand

① ②

of personal and academic student records in order to predict

③

when intervention may be needed.

④

47. As class president, I will listen to every student's voice,

①

including it of shy students. One method is by using

② ③ ④

various ways to collect opinions.

48. Unhealthy food will cause a sudden rise in glucose in

① ②

your body, it will be followed by a crash.

③ ④

49. There are many reasons where people go on holidays

① ② ③

centered around eating.

④

50. The story behind how certain flowers have become

① ②

associated with particular countries are quite interesting.

③ ④

Part IV. 주어진 글을 읽고 물음에 가장 알맞은 답을 고르시오.

[51-60]

[51-53]

In 1932, in the middle of the Great Depression, the

town of Wörgl, Austria, was suffering from a 35%

unemployment rate. The town's mayor had a long list of

projects to do and only 40,000 Austrian shillings in the bank

to pay for them. [1] Thinking the depression was caused by

lack of money circulation, he decided to issue 40,000 shillings

worth of Freigeld, a regional currency. Then, the mayor

began to use Freigeld to pay for his projects.

Freigeld, which means "free money," was different

from normal money in that it depreciated monthly by 1% of

its original value. [2] To maintain its original value, people

had to buy a stamp that was worth the amount of

devaluation and put it on their Freigeld.

The purpose of this strange system was to accelerate

the circulation of money, and it succeeded! Everybody who

was paid in Freigeld spent it as quickly as possible because

keeping the currency, and not spending it, meant losing

wealth. [3] In less than two years, Wörgl became the first

town in Austria to reach full employment.

The experiment in the small town of Wörgl might

suggest that money, as the medium of exchange, should be

circulated appropriately, and that its smooth flow helps to

vitalize the economy. [4]

51. What is the most appropriate title of the passage?

① Devaluation of Normal Money

② Regional Money that Saved a Town

③ Comparison between Normal Money and Regional Money

④ A Stamp that Replaced Regional Money

52. Which would be the best place to insert the following

sentence?

① [1] ② [2]

③ [3] ④ [4]

53. According to the passage, which of the following is true?

① Freigeld was a regional currency issued in order to

substitute a national currency.

② The mayor in Wörgl did not agree that the lack of money

circulation had resulted in the depression.

③ Proper circulation of money stimulated the economy in the

town of Wörgl.

④ It took more than two years for Wörgl to reach full

employment.

[54-56]

Bees are one of nature's most effective pollinators. [1]

If they did not move pollen from one blossom to another, one

third of the crops we consume would be severely affected.

They would have to be pollinated by other means, or they

would produce significantly less food. Grains like wheat, rice,

and corn are not much affected by the decline of bees

because they are pollinated primarily by the wind. Fruits,

vegetables, and some crops for farm animals, _____________,

might disappear without bees. Apples, strawberries,

watermelons... the list is almost endless. [2]

The average speed that money circulated increased by

fourteen times, which consequently revived the economy

of the town.
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Why, then, are bees disappearing? [3] There is

general agreement among scientists that declines in bee

populations are the product of multiple factors that can act

alone or in combination. Roughly speaking, bee declines arise

from three factors. The first one is sickness. [4] Many

beekeepers agree that the parasitic mite, Varroa destructor, is

the most serious threat to bees. Varroa is a very small mite

that feeds on the blood of the bee and spreads from hive to

hive. In addition to weakening the bees, Varroa can also

spread diseases.

54. According to the passage, which of the following is true?

① Watermelons are not affected by the extinction of bees.

② Varroa is a parasitic mite that doesn't weaken bees.

③ The main pollinator for corn is the wind.

④ The decline of bees is due to a single factor.

55. Which would be the best place to insert the following

sentence?

① [1] ② [2]

③ [3] ④ [4]

56. Which of the following would be most appropriate for the

blank?

① however ② furthermore

③ likewise ④ therefore

[57-58]

Till recently, it was believed that growing new brain

cells was simply impossible. The prevailing scientific view

was that a person is born with a particular number of

neurons, or brain cells, which only decrease with age.

In the 1970s, American researcher Michael Kaplan

conducted experiments on mice. Some of the mice had

stimulating toys in their cages; others did not. Kaplan found

that the animals that were involved in cognitive tasks

demonstrated increased brain cell growth and enhanced

activity in their mature neurons. Moreover, Kaplan found that

stem cells are transformed into brain cells, not the mature

neurons reproducing. This type of stem cell remains in the

human brain for life, which means that it is possible to grow

new neurons at any age.

There are many studies that confirm the fact that

even a mature brain can grow new neurons and that it can

be induced to do so by performing cognitive tasks, such as

learning and problem solving, or by doing other

_____________ such as meditation and exercises.

57. According to the passage, which of the following is true?

① Scientists still believe that growing new brain cells is

impossible.

② Few scientists believed that we were born with a fixed

number of brain cells.

③ The mice with stimulating toys in their cages were

involved in cognitive tasks.

④ Mature neurons are transformed into brain cells.

58. Which of the following would be most appropriate for the

blank?

① brain-enhancing activities

② stem cell discriminating tasks

③ scientific views

④ stimulating experiments

[59-60]

If our homes and devices are smart, why not our

cities too? Barcelona is a great example of a city working

toward that goal. In order to improve the efficiency of the

city's street lamps through IoT (Internet of Things)

technology, a strategy called the Barcelona Lighting Master

Plan has been implemented. Merely two years after the plan

was first launched, over 1,100 lamps have been transformed

into smart lamps equipped with LED lights. These lamps stay

bright when people walk by but darken when _____________.

Moreover, they also serve as free Wi-Fi hotspots and monitor

the city’s air quality by using sensors.

The IoT is also helping many cities with a garbage

crisis through waste-management sensors. These sensors are

attached inside trash bins throughout the cities to track how

full they are. Once a sensor detects that a bin is full, it

automatically requests a garbage truck. Because of this

system, the number of trips garbage trucks make has been

greatly reduced.

59. What is the most appropriate expression for the blank?

① no lamps are on ② people run by

③ the lamps stay dim ④ nobody is nearby

60. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?

① IoT technology enhances the safety of the city and reduces

food consumption.

② Cities have less traffic of garbage trucks through IoT

technology.

③ It took longer than expected to transform over 1,100 lamps

to smart lamps in Barcelona.

④ Due to waste-management sensors, cities have less trash

and waste.

Bees suffer from their own diseases and from parasites

that weaken and often kill them.


